Donate Life Ambassador Facebook Group
Welcome to the Lifesource Donate Life Ambassador Facebook Group. This group is offered by LifeSource
for the purpose of providing a forum for Donate Life Ambassadors to connect with each other and share
experiences and ideas, as well as commemorate milestones and anniversaries.
This group is set up as a Facebook Secret Group, which means only group members can see the group,
who’s in it, and what members post. Individuals cannot join without permission from LifeSource.
TERMS OF USE
Please adhere to the following terms of use when participating in conversation on this page.
MEMBERSHIP
To maintain the privacy and support for our LifeSource Donate Life Ambassadors, membership for this
group is restricted to registered Donate Life Ambassadors only. Membership is approved by LifeSource
and may be terminated by LifeSource at any time if a member is in violation of the Terms of Use.
Members may choose to interact with or leave the group at any time at their own discretion.
PRIVACY AND SECURITY
Although this page is a private group and membership is restricted, you are sharing information on the
internet. By its very nature, social media sites cannot be considered completely private or secure. You
must take appropriate steps to protect your personal information on the internet and on any social
media site. We will never ask you to share confidential information publicly on this page.
Please only share your own information and story in this group and refrain from sharing personal
information about other donor families, donors, transplant recipients, transplant candidates or
individuals. Even if an individual is not identified by name within the information you wish to use or
disclose, please do not share it if there is a reasonable basis to believe that the person could still be
identified from that information.
CONTENT
The Donate Life Ambassador Facebook Group is a forum to share your ideas, questions and experiences
as a LifeSource Donate Life Ambassador, as well as a way to celebrate and commemorate milestones,
anniversaries and special occasions. Please only post, upload or share information that is yours or that
you have permission to post from the original source.
Although we don’t intend to heavily moderate this page, LifeSource reserves the right to delete member
posts or content for reasons including, but not limited to:
 Sharing confidential information about another person or organization, including LifeSource;
 Being unprofessional or inflammatory;
 Posts containing misinformation about donation.

Additionally, please do not use this group to endorse products or services or to solicit contributions from
members. Any member who continues to disregard these guidelines will be blocked from the site.
Please remember that the Donate Life Ambassador Program prides itself on being an audience-focused
program in regards to scheduling Ambassadors for presentations and events. This forum should not be
used by members to schedule presentations or speaking engagements with (or without) other
Ambassadors in the community. If you need to find an Ambassador to cover a presentation for you or to
join you for a presentation, please continue to follow our established guidelines of contacting Teresa
Turner, Community Advocacy Coordinator.
In rare circumstances, the Community Advocacy Coordinator may use this group as a way to request
Ambassador involvement with a larger-scale opportunity.
Thank you for visiting and joining the Lifesource Donate Life Ambassador Facebook Group! If you have
any comments or suggestions, please send us a private message or email Teresa at tturner@lifesource.org.

